TRENDS 2020
The Arts and Crafts movement was inspired by the belief in a slow production set of ideas and let things take time, thus developing a particular style. This kind of work has given rise to pieces in which detail is the word of honor. This type of work gives each piece a unique and exclusive meaning, for all its exquisite work with the raw material combined with the quality of craftsman work.

As a 2020 fashion trend, you can find this movement very alive in all the embroidery work, crochet pieces and radiant laces that subtly paraded on the catwalks. Directly of Fashion Stages to Interior Design world, it’s notorious the art and craft present in handmade furniture, bamboo braids, wood-engraved details, and fine metal structures, a trend that enriches any piece. Essential Homes has a couple of pieces that are a perfect representation of this trend.

**Garbo** – Features a velvet upholstered seat completed by a crescent low back that is handmade in brass, a composition that makes this an outstanding creation.

**Dandy** – It’s body is entirely made of solid walnut wood and it resembles a kitsch radio because of its shape and the use of a handmade grill cloth on the doors.
Abstract Trend it’s entertaining, free-spirited and that carries inspiration from abstract expressionist art movement. Including bold geometrics, illustrations and funny blocks of color this look is all about expression, exacerbation of sensations directly to our home. The intention is to evoke emotion and create a vibe where the imagination gains the main role in your decor choices. Bold patterns and Vibrant shapes confer a playful path to the styling process, this trend honors the imperfect and fluidity.

In fashion, it’s all about asymmetric shapes, hand-drawn sketches, Energetic colors, rich patterns that will take a piece of clothing to another level, an art mode. You can relate these features in interior design too, we can bring this dimensional style to any ambiance, applying pieces with multiforms and shapes conjugated with a mix of colors. Essential Home can bring this type of trend that able to transform the entire style of your home creating a unique look.

**Audrey** – A contemporary Low pile rug that features a mesmerizing pattern of a colored triangles. It uses a synthetic fiber called tencel and it is produced using a cut and loop technique. The bright vivid colors mix with the abstract geometric pattern will be the perfect touch to create a tridimensional atmosphere.

**Diamond small** – The ultimate combination of geometry and design. The use of a polished brass structure enhances the luxurious element within this object, inspired by the asymmetrical and fazziling shapes of Diamond rock.
NATURE FORCES

Earth tones, natural materials, organic prints, raw shapes all elements that transport you to Nature world and his extend beauty. This season many creators are releasing their imagination and taking what the most basic exists around us and made it a means to achieve inspiration. Nature has so many exceptional elements that take this trend very versatile, using in her majority neutrals on composition make her transversal to any style and time. Fashion release her very own position to this Trend making a lot of collections with nature motifs, organic fabrics, simple shapes with an objective, highlight the beauty of nature.

Materials like wood and stone are an excellent alternative to move us to the outdoor. Another decoration trend of 2020 is the division of environments with natural materials. Essential Home as a mid-century style Brand got a lot of creations that combined natural elements with a range of rich fabrics.

Hudson — Probably one of our most classic design pieces, Hudson never disappoints with its typical mid-century design and strong lines. The body structure is produced in solid walnut wood with metal shoes on its legs, made of polished brass.

Grace Armchair — It is an outstanding piece with a moody and delicate nature that makes this an irresistible armchair. Using a rich velvet upholstery, Grace Armchair has a layered composition, combining a polished brass base with a solid back made of ebony wood.
Eclectic is all about honoring layered styles in the same piece. It’s a experimental and theatrical Trend. This style is full of folkloric ornaments and harsh texture collisions, vintage pieces mixed with contemporaneous decor combined with luxurious details to add substance to your project. A twist between romantic and exuberant, a sincere harmony of disparate styles and divergent colors commonly together to create a cohesive ambiance and take your home decor to another level.

In Fashion is all about experimentation and drama, entertainment with the freedom it allows. It’s a free way to individual expression, the secret it’s combined diversity of style layers in the same outfit to create richness. Eclectic style spreads trust in your design style and personality, otherwise, There is a fine line between chaos and contrast, and put all this mixing together at random can result in a mess. Essential Home came up with some pieces that could fix this mess and proffer a hight style detail to your space.

Marco – Staying true to the mid-century modern style, Marco armchair brings an uncommon round shape with curvy and comfortable arms. With a very natural and sleek look, as comfortable as it can get, this accent chair strays true to its origins.

Hoppman– A cylindrical side table with a streamlined look and rich in varnished walnut veneer. It is a layered and accented by a gold plated brass brando n the center, that provides texture and detail do this sober mid-century design piece.
ABOUT ESSENTIAL HOME

Essential Home sees this style as a stylish sanctuary from the stresses of life.

In interior design, it’s all about respect for history, you should bring together the iconic character and elegance of the space with practical luxury. But Paris as it’s fun and magic side, and Parisianne style is that whole idea of anti-decor, always have to look like you’ve done it yourself like a true French.

What better way to represent them to mix our soft and clean Marco Dining chair with the robust and sturdy Bertoia marble table. The key is to Keep it simple, mixing vintage with new, and allow our memories and treasures brought home from travels to shape the space rather than sticking to any particular interior Style.

To find out more news and trends access our Press Area: www.essentialhome.eu/press
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